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A detailed quantum chemical calculation based study of hydrogen bond formation in trimethylene glycol- (TMG-) water complex
has been performed by Hatree-Fock (HF) method, second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2), density functional
theory (DFT), and density functional theory with dispersion function (DFT-D) using 6-31++G(d,p) basis set. B3LYP DFT-D,
WB97XD, M06, and M06-2X functionals are used to capture highly dispersive hydrogen bond formation. Geometrical parameters,
interaction energy, deviation of potential energy curve of hydrogen-bonded O–H from that of free O–H, natural bond orbital
(NBO), atom in molecule (AIM), charge transfer, and red shift are investigated. It is observed that hydrogen bond between TMG
and water molecule is stronger in case of TMG acting as proton donor compared to that of water acting as proton donor, and
dilute TMG solution would inhibit water cluster formation.

1. Introduction

A hydrogen bond is an attractive donor-acceptor interaction,
in which generally, the donor atoms are electronegative
compared to hydrogen, and acceptor atoms have unshared
lone pair electrons [1, 2]. The hydrogen bond has crucial
impacts on many aspects of chemical and biological systems,
and accordingly, hydrogen bond interaction has been an
important research topic for several decades. The hydrogen
bond also plays a significant role in formation of clathrate
hydrate in marine sediments and below permafrost regions,
which is considered to be significant future energy source
[3, 4]. Global warming due to aleatory decomposition of
methane hydrate [5] and hazards in petroleum industry
owing to formation of gas hydrate in oil pipe line are of great
concern [6, 7]. Controlled inhibition of gas hydrate forma-
tion is thus, very important, and various thermodynamic and
kinetic inhibitors can break hydrogen-bonded network of
clathrate structure by forming itself comparatively stronger
hydrogen bond with water molecules of clathrate. Knowledge

of hydrogen bond interaction is essential to identify poten-
tial gas hydrate inhibitor and design effective gas hydrate
inhibitor. Trimethylene glycol being a polar compound can
be a potential gas hydrate inhibitor as well as antifreeze
reagent [7, 8].

Ab initio calculation is one of the most appropriate
ways to obtain perspicuous understanding of hydrogen bond
interaction and its impact on gas hydrate inhibition. Density
functional theory (DFT) and atom in molecule (AIM) study
of strong dihydrogen bonds [10] and resonance-assisted
hydrogen bond [11] have been performed. Several theoretical
studies of hydrogen bond interaction have been carried out
for different systems like water complex [12, 13], dichlorine
monoxide-hydroxyl radical system [14], tetrahydrofuran-
water complex [15, 16], and methanol-water complex [17].
In one word, the literature of quantum chemical analysis
of hydrogen bond interaction for various complex is well
enriched [18–23]. Electronic structure-based studies on
hydrogen bond formation between a molecule having two
hydroxyl groups (like trimethylene glycol) and water have
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not been reported in the literature. Explicit study of inter-
action between trimethylene glycol and water is necessary
to reveal the effect of a molecule having two hydroxyl
groups on intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen
bond formation possibilities. This electronic structure-based
insights on hydrogen bond formation can help in scientific
understanding on application of trimethylene glycol as a gas
hydrate inhibitor.

Our objective is to report a detailed theoretical analysis
to comprehend the electronic nature of the hydrogen bond
formation in trimethylene glycol-water system and its prop-
erty using Hartree Fock, Møller-Plesset truncated at second-
order (MP2), density function theory (DFT), and density
functional theory with dispersion function (DFT-D). This
study will help to conceptualize the nitty-gritty of hydrogen
bond formation and its effect on vibrational spectra, natural
bond orbital in trimethylene glycol-water complex.

2. Computational Detail

Geometry optimization, determination of interaction
energy, and natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis have
been carried out using Hatree Fock (HF) [24] method,
second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)
[25], density functional theory (DFT) [26, 27], and density
functional theory with dispersion function (DFT-D) [28].
The calculations for DFT and DFT-D levels of theory
have been performed using different functional, namely,
B3LYP [29, 30], WB97XD [31], M06 [32], and M062X
[32]. As polarity [33], of molecule has great influence
on intermolecular hydrogen bonding, hydrogen bond-
forming orbitals require larger space occupation [34]. Thus,
diffuse and polarization functions augmented split valence
6-31++G(d,p) basis set is used for better description of
molecular orbitals for geometry optimization and NBO
analysis. Frequency calculation as well as AIM analysis have
been performed using WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) level of
theory. Since hydrogen bonding is a kind of van der Waals
type interaction, additional dispersion function with density
functional theory, that is, DFT-D-based calculation has also
been performed.

Interaction energy (ΔEHBF) for hydrogen-bonded com-
plex is calculated as the difference between the energy
of hydrogen-bonded complex and the summation of the
energies of each component monomer [35] as given in (1),

ΔEHBF = Ecomplex −
∑

Ecomponent, (1)

where Ecomplex and Ecomponent are optimized energy of
hydrogen-bonded complex and each individual component
monomer, respectively. Interaction energies have corrected
for the basis set superposition error (BSSE) by virtue of
counterpoise method [36]. A hydrogen-bonded complex is
more stable if interaction energy is more negative compared
to other hydrogen-bonded configurations.

Donor-acceptor interaction strength between filled
orbital of the donor (Φi) and the empty orbital of acceptor
(Φ j) in case of natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis [37, 38]

has been determined by second-order perturbation energy

(ΔE(2)
i j ) calculated using (2),

ΔE(2)
i j = 2

〈
φi
∣∣∣Fi j

∣∣∣φj

〉2

εi − εj
, (2)

where εi and εj are NBO energies, and Fi j is Fock matrix ele-
ment between the i and j NBO orbitals. NBO analysis reveals
the intra- and intermolecular interactions, and it is one of
the appropriate methods for investigating hyperconjugative
interactions [39].

Red shift in vibrational spectroscopy of conventional
hydrogen-bonded structures arises from hyper-conjugation
interaction [40]. Atom in molecule (AIM) study using Bader
theory [41] has been performed as it is very effective for
evaluating topological parameters of hydrogen bonds.

All the calculations have been carried out using Gaussian
09 software package [42]. Discovery Studio v3.1 of Accelrys
software inc. is used for visualization of molecules. Vibra-
tional frequency is calculated using 0.975 scaling factor [43].

3. Result and Discussion

Three possible conformations of trimethylene glycol denoted
by TMG-1, TMG-2, and TMG-3 have been optimized using
WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) and shown in Figure 1. The TMG-
2 conformation is found to be most stable as calculated
relative energies of TMG-1 (3.77 kcal/mol) and TMG-3
(3.14 kcal/mol) isomers with respect to TMG-2 isomer
are positive. This is because of intramolecular hydrogen
bond formation in TMG-2 conformation. Detailed study
of hydrogen bond interaction between water and TMG-2
conformation has been reported in this paper, and TMG-2
conformation is described as TMG. The optimized structures
of TMG dimer, water dimer, TMG and one water complex
considering either TMG or water as a proton donor (referred
as TD and WD, resp.), and TMG + two water complex
using WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) calculation are shown in
Figure 2. Here it is observed that intramolecular hydrogen
bond distance (O12· · ·H5) of TMG molecule increases in
presence of water in WD conformation. It is also found that
intermolecular hydrogen bond distances between TMG and
water are less than intramolecular hydrogen bond distance
(O12· · ·H5) for TMG(TD)-one water complex and TMG +
2 water complexes. The intermolecular hydrogen bond in
TMG + 1 water complex (TD) is smaller in length and
consequently stronger than that of water dimer as evident
in Figure 2. The calculated structural parameters using 6-
31++G(d,p) basis set and different levels of theory are
summarized in Tables 1(a) and 1(b). It is identified that
B3LYP DFT-D [44], parameterized functional such as M06-,
M06-2x-, and WB97XD-based methods which consider
attractive dispersion force, show shorter hydrogen bond
distances compared to HF theory-based calculation for all
the systems. It is observed from Table 1(a), hydrogen bond
angle values for intramolecular hydrogen bonds (AO···H−O,
O12· · ·H5–O4) of TMG molecule are less than hydrogen
bond angle for intermolecular hydrogen bonds between
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Table 1: (a) Calculated hydrogen bond distances (dO···H, Å), hydrogen bond angles (AO···H, degree), dipole moment (D, debye) for single
TMG, and TMG − n water complex (n = 1, 2) using 6-31++G(d,p) basis set and various methods. (b) Calculated hydrogen bond distances
(dO···H, Å), hydrogen bond angles (AO···H, degree), dipole moment (D, debye) for water dimer, and TMG dimer using 6-31++G(d,p) basis
set and various methods.

(a)

System Parameters
Methods

MP2 WB97XD MO6-2X B3LYP DFTD MO6 B3LYP HF

TMG

dO···H, O12· · ·H5 2.01 2.02 2.02 2.03 2.04 2.04 2.12

AO···H, O12· · ·H5–O4 137.17 137.36 135.62 138.00 136.10 137.45 133.52

D 4.13 3.85 3.82 3.82 3.78 3.82 3.90

TMG + 1 water complex (TD)

dO···H, O14· · ·H13 1.89 1.87 1.88 1.85 1.90 1.89 2.01

dO···H, O12· · ·H5 1.96 1.97 1.98 1.97 1.98 1.98 2.08

AO···H, O14· · ·H13–O12 179.34 179.81 172.01 178.91 166.1 177.74 179.73

AO···H, O12· · ·H5–O4 139.93 140.21 137.76 141.10 139.0 140.29 135.43

D 5.45 5.14 5.61 4.96 5.77 5.04 5.35

TMG + 1 water complex (WD)

dO···H, O12· · ·H14 2.15 2.15 2.13 2.18 2.18 2.23 2.27

dO···H, O4· · ·H16 2.29 2.18 2.16 2.09 2.15 2.21 2.46

dO···H, O12· · ·H5 2.08 2.09 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.11 2.19

AO···H, O12· · ·H14–O15 153.46 150.23 150.60 145.10 147.59 149.53 156.83

AO···H, O4· · ·H16–O15 137.16 140.56 138.92 145.31 142.07 141.43 132.04

AO···H, O12· · ·H5–O4 129.04 129.55 127.96 131.17 129.46 129.48 126.30

D 5.84 5.56 5.44 5.58 5.51 5.67 5.55

TMG + 2 water complex

dO···H, O12· · ·H16 1.93 1.88 1.92 1.85 1.92 1.92 2.07

dO···H, O14· · ·H18 2.03 1.98 2.00 1.96 2.01 2.01 2.16

dO···H, O4· · ·H19 2.07 2.04 2.03 2.01 2.04 2.08 2.19

dO···H, O12· · ·H5 2.08 2.09 2.05 2.10 2.06 2.13 2.20

AO···H, O12· · ·H16–O14 167.66 171.38 159.54 170.48 160.10 168.10 170.42

AO···H, O14· · ·H18–O17 159.62 160.19 161.95 160.01 161.85 160.78 158.30

AO···H, O4· · ·H19–O17 153.14 152.70 151.64 154.50 153.11 154.97 154.52

AO···H, O12· · ·H5–O4 134.18 134.34 133.78 134.72 134.33 133.69 129.97

D 8.09 7.58 7.10 7.43 7.09 7.60 7.90

(b)

System Parameters
Methods

MP2 WB97XD MO6-2X B3LYP DFTD MO6 B3LYP HF

Water dimer

dO···H, O1· · ·H6 1.98 1.99 1.99 1.98 1.98 1.98 2.01

AO···H, O1· · ·H6–O2 175.61 175.04 172.63 174.40 175.05 174.21 176.21

D 3.29 3.01 2.98 2.91 3.09 3.04 3.28

dO···H, O12· · ·H5 2.0 2.01 1.89 1.97 1.89 2.04 2.12

dO···H, O25· · ·H13 1.79 1.81 1.81 1.74 1.84 1.81 1.95

dO···H, O4· · ·H18 — — 1.81 — 1.84 — —

dO···H, O12· · ·H18 1.95 2.00 — 2.00 — 1.96 2.15

TMG dimer
dO···H, O17· · ·H26 — 2.34 1.89 2.31 1.90 2.49 —

AO···H, O12· · ·H5–O4 136.76 136.49 144.21 140.60 144.81 139.91 133.99

AO···H, O25· · ·H13–O12 158.08 156.32 157.47 161.39 155.67 157.50 158.65

AO···H, O4· · ·H18–O17 — — 157.46 — 155.76 — —

AO···H, O12· · ·H18–O17 158.78 156.74 — 143.10 — 155.14 163.54

AO···H, O17· · ·H26–O25 — 114.80 144.19 116.28 144.77 108.57 —

D 3.22 2.65 0.0011 1.31 0.0013 1.67 3.84
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Figure 1: Optimized structures of different trimethylene glycol conformations such as (a) TMG-1, (b) TMG-2, and (c) TMG-3 using
WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) (colour legend: red = oxygen, black = carbon, and whitish grey = hydrogen, and black dotted line is hydrogen bond
and hydrogen bond distance in Å).
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Figure 2: Optimized structures using WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) of (a) trimethylene glycol (TMG) + 1 water complex (WD), (b) trimethylene
glycol (TMG) + 1 water complex (TD), (c) trimethylene glycol (TMG) + 2 water complex, (d) water dimer, and (e) trimethylene glycol
dimer (colour legend: red = oxygen, black = carbon, and whitish grey = hydrogen, and black dotted line is hydrogen bond and hydrogen
bond distance in Å).

TMG and water molecule in TMG + n water complex (n =
1, 2) for all calculation methods used in this paper. It is
inferred based on hydrogen bond angle that the strength
of intramolecular hydrogen bonds of TMG molecule are
less compared to the strength of intermolecular hydrogen
bonds between TMG and water molecule in TMG − n
water complex (n = 1, 2). The systems based on their
dipole moment values in ascending order are water dimer <
TMG < TMG + 1 water complex (TD) < TMG + 1 water
complex (WD) < TMG + 2 water complex, for all the
calculation procedures performed in this work, as evident in
Table 1(a). Stronger intermolecular hydrogen bond forma-
tion enhances the dipole moment as hydrogen bond forma-
tion helps superposition of O· · ·H moment and delocaliza-
tion of π electrons in hydrogen-bonded molecular complex
[45].

Calculated interaction energies with (ΔEHBF,CP) and
without (ΔEHBF) basis set superposition error (BSSE) cor-
rection (using counterpoise method) for TMG + n water
complexes (n = 1, 2), TMG dimer, and water dimer along
with number of hydrogen bonds formed are summarized in
Table 2. The calculated interaction energies using HF method
is less negative, indicating least hydrogen bond strength as
it does not consider electron correlation. The hydrogen-
bonded complex having more negative interaction energy
should be more stable. Therefore, the ascending order with
respect to stability is TMG + 1 water (WD) complex <
TMG + 1 water (TD) complex < TMG + 2 water complex
using HF, MP2, and B3LYP functional based methods,
which exclude the dispersion term. The stability order in
ascending sense using B3LYP DFT-D, WB97XD, M06, and
M06-2X functional is water dimer < TMG + 1 water (TD)
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Figure 3: Calculated energy (kcal/mol) curve using WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) for (a) a free bond of O–H (O12–H13) group of single TMG
molecule (refer Figure 1(b)) and (b) hydrogen-bonded O–H (O12–H13) group of TMG + 1 water complex (TD) (refer Figure 2(b)).

complex < TMG + 1 water (WD) complex < TMG dimer <
TMG + 2 water complex. TMG + 1 water complex (TD)
forms one intermolecular hydrogen bond (O14· · ·H13),
and TMG + 1 water (WD) complex form two intermolecular
hydrogen bonds (O12· · ·H14, O4· · ·H16) as shown in
Figures 2(b) and 2(c). Calculation methods using functionals
having dispersion terms (B3LYP DFT-D, WB97XD, M06,
and M06-2X) determine more negative interaction energy
for a hydrogen-bonded complex compared to that obtained
by HF, MP2 and B3LYP method as evident from Table 2.
TMG has strong potential to form stable cluster with water
molecules, and accordingly, dilute TMG solution would be
useful as an inhibitor to restrict the formation of water
cluster.

The potential energy curves for a free O–H (O12–H13)
bond of single TMG molecule and hydrogen-bonded O–H
(O12–H13) of TMG + 1 water complex (TD) are presented
in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The broadening of
potential energy curve and appearance of asymmetrical
double minimum in potential energy curve of hydrogen-
bonded O–H reveal that a moderately strong hydrogen bond
(O14· · ·H13) is formed between TMG and water molecule
[2]. The interaction energy barrier is high, which provides
allowances for having various energetically lower protonic
states [9].

Absolute Mullikan charge difference, absolute NBO
charge difference, and absolute Chelpg charge difference
between intermolecular hydrogen bond-forming oxygen and
hydrogen atoms are obtained by taking absolute values of the
difference between charge of oxygen and charge of hydrogen
atoms and summarized in Table 3. As absolute charge differ-
ences between two atoms increase, the attractive electrostatic
force between those two atoms also increases. Calculated
absolute Mullikan charge difference, absolute NBO charge

difference, and absolute Chelpg charge difference between
intermolecular hydrogen bond-forming atoms (O14, H13)
for TMG + 1 water complex (TD) are maximum and
accordingly, forming strongest hydrogen bond compared to
other systems for all the methods used in this paper, as shown
in Table 3.

Highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of TMG and water
systems, simulated by WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) method, are
presented in Figure 4. The LUMO energies of TMG + n
water complexes (n = 1, 2) are less compared to that of
single TMG and water molecule. The LUMO of TMG + 1
water complex (TD) originates essentially from the LUMO
of water with negligible contribution of antibonding orbital
of TMG, but the HOMO of the same complex arises largely
from the HOMO of TMG. On the other hand, for TMG
+ 1 water complex (WD) and TMG + 2 water complex,
LUMO comes mainly from the LUMO of the TMG, and
HOMO is from the intermixing of lone pairs of both
TMG and water molecules. Intermolecular hydrogen bond
(O14· · ·H13) of TMG + 1 water complex (TD) has very
high covalent character compared to two intermolecular
hydrogen bonds (O12· · ·H14, O4· · ·H16) of TMG + 1
water complex (WD). It is also justified by the respective
hydrogen bond lengths, that is, 1.87 Å, 2.15 Å, and 2.18 Å for
O14· · ·H13, O12· · ·H14, and O4· · ·H16, respectively, as
evident in Figures 2(b) and 2(c). In case of TMG + 2 water
complex, the HOMO originates from major intermixing of
lone pairs of TMG molecule and one water molecule (H19–
O17–H18) and hardly any contribution from other water
molecule (H16–O14–H15). It is also found from Figure 4,
that the LUMO for TMG + 2 water complex originates from
major intermixing of antibonding orbital of TMG molecule
and one water molecule (H19–O17–H18). The covalent
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Figure 4: Frontier orbitals (HOMO, LUMO energies is atomic unit) of (a) TMG monomer, (b) water monomer, (c) water dimer, (d) TMG
dimer, (e) TMG + 1 water complex (TD), (f) TMG + 1 water complex (WD), and (g) TMG + 2 water complex by WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p)
theory.
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Table 2: Calculated interaction energy without correction (ΔEHBF, kcal/mol), BSSE-corrected energy of hydrogen bond formation using
counterpoise correction (ΔEHBF,CP, kcal/mol), hydrogen bond numbers for TMG + n water complex (n = 1, 2), TMG dimer, and water
dimer using 6-31++G(d,p) basis set and various methods.

Systems Calculation methods ΔEHBF ΔEHBF,CP No. of hydrogen bonds

MP2 −7.65 −5.62

HF −5.64 −4.94

B3LYP −6.71 −5.77

TMG + 1 water complex (TD) B3LYP DFT-D −7.79 −6.81 2

WB97XD −7.42 −6.51

M06 −7.00 −6.15

M062X −7.59 −6.63

MP2 −7.46 −4.93

HF −4.71 −3.88

B3LYP −5.38 −4.58

TMG + 1 water complex (WD) B3LYP DFT-D −8.92 −7.84 3

WB97XD −8.01 −7.01

M06 −7.39 −6.46

M062X −8.48 −7.37

MP2 −16.39 −11.30

HF −10.80 −9.24

B3LYP −13.46 −11.44

TMG + 2 water complex B3LYP DFT-D −18.32 −16.10 4

WB97XD −16.91 −14.81

M06 −16.33 −14.19

M062X −17.90 −15.51

MP2 −9.46 −5.51

HF −4.52 −3.51

B3LYP −7.58 −6.61

TMG dimer B3LYP-DFTD −13.38 −12.26 4

WB97XD −9.96 −8.90

M06 −14.69 −13.68

M062X −15.18 −13.87

MP2 −6.39 −4.83

HF −5.01 −4.36

B3LYP −5.97 −5.19

Water dimer B3LYP-DFTD −6.71 −5.95 1

WB97XD −6.35 −5.61

M06 −5.99 −5.25

M062X −6.58 −5.80

character is more prominent in one intermolecular hydrogen
bond (O12· · ·H16) compared to other hydrogen bond
(O4· · ·H19) in TMG + 2 water complex, and consequently
the O12· · ·H16 hydrogen bond is comparatively more
strong, which is also supported by their hydrogen bond
distances shown in Figure 1(d). Mixing of the HOMO of
proton donor (O12–H13-bonding orbital of TMG) with the
LUMO of proton acceptor (O14 of water molecule) in TMG
+ 1 water complex (TD) leads to decrease of electron density
around O12–H13 bond.

The calculated second-order perturbation energies and
respective occupancies for selective donor-acceptor inter-
actions relevant to hydrogen bond formation in single
TMG molecule and TMG + 1 water (TD) complex from

NBO analysis are given in Table 4. Calculated second-order
perturbation energy of donor- (lone pair of O14) acceptor
(antibonding orbital of O12–H13) interaction responsible
for intermolecular hydrogen bonding is higher than that of
donor- (lone pair of O12) acceptor (antibonding orbital of
O4–H5) interaction responsible for intramolecular hydrogen
bonding in TMG + 1 water complex (TD) according to
all the methods used in this work. It is inferred that
the intermolecular hydrogen bond is stronger than intra
molecular hydrogen bond for TMG-water complex (TD) as
supported by respective hydrogen bond distances.

The charge transfer (CT) energies calculated using
natural energy decomposition analysis (NEDA) for TMG,
TMG + 1 water complex (TD), TMG + 1 water complex
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Table 3: Calculated absolute Mullikan charge difference, absolute NBO charge difference, and absolute Chelpg charge difference between
hydrogen bond-forming atoms for TMG + n water complex (n = 1, 2) using 6-31++G(d,p) basis set and various methods.

System Methods
Hydrogen

bond-forming
atoms

Mullikan charge
diff. (a.u.)

NBO charge diff.
(a.u.)

Chelpg
charge diff. (a.u.)

MP2 O14· · ·H13 1.25 1.54 1.39

HF O14· · ·H13 1.23 1.53 1.43

B3LYP O14· · ·H13 1.20 1.51 1.33

TMG + 1 water complex (TD) B3LYP DFT-D O14· · ·H13 1.20 1.51 1.30

WB97XD O14· · ·H13 1.20 1.52 1.33

MO6 O14· · ·H13 1.21 1.54 1.36

MO62X O14· · ·H13 1.25 1.54 1.36

MP2
O4· · ·H16 1.02 1.34 1.14

O12· · ·H14 1.11 1.36 1.08

HF
O4· · ·H16 1.00 1.32 1.17

O12· · ·H14 1.09 1.34 1.11

B3LYP
O4· · ·H16 0.90 1.28 1.09

O12· · ·H14 1.01 1.30 1.03

TMG + 1 water complex (WD) B3LYP DFT-D
O4· · ·H16 0.91 1.28 1.09

O12· · ·H14 1.02 1.30 1.02

WB97XD
O4· · ·H16 0.93 1.29 1.10

O12· · ·H14 1.05 1.30 1.03

MO6
O4· · ·H16 0.94 1.30 1.09

O12· · ·H14 1.06 1.32 1.03

MO62X
O4· · ·H16 0.97 1.30 1.09

O12· · ·H14 1.08 1.31 1.01

MP2
O4· · ·H19 1.06 1.34 1.17

O12· · ·H16 1.17 1.38 0.93

HF
O4· · ·H19 1.02 1.33 1.19

O12· · ·H16 1.14 1.36 0.97

B3LYP
O4· · ·H19 0.93 1.28 1.13

O12· · ·H16 1.06 1.32 0.85

TMG + 2 water complex
B3LYP DFT-D

O4· · ·H19 0.94 1.28 1.13

O12· · ·H16 1.09 1.32 0.87

WB97XD
O4· · ·H19 0.96 1.29 1.13

O12· · ·H16 1.10 1.32 0.89

MO6
O4· · ·H19 0.99 1.31 1.00

O12· · ·H16 1.13 1.34 0.80

MO62X
O4· · ·H19 1.01 1.30 1.00

O12· · ·H16 1.15 1.34 0.79

(WD), TMG + 2 water complex, water dimer, and TMG
dimer are presented as bar chart in Figure 5. Charge transfer
(CT) is a part of the stabilization energy of intermolecular
interacting system [46], and it plays an important role in

hydrogen bond formation [47, 48]. CT represents elec-
tron delocalization interaction between occupied molecular
orbital of one molecule and unoccupied molecular orbital
of another molecule. As TMG dimer shows lowest CT value
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Table 4: Calculated second-order perturbation energy (ΔE(2)
i j , kcal/mol) for TMG single and TMG − n water complex (n = 1, 2) using

6-31++G(d,p) basis set and various methods.

System
Method Donor

Occupancy
of donor Acceptor

Occupancy
of acceptor ΔE(2)

i j

MP2 LP(2)O12 1.973 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.013 4.88 (Intra)

HF LP(1)O12 1.984 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.011 3.07 (Intra)

B3LYP LP(2)O12 1.979 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.019 4.72 (Intra)

TMG B3LYP DFT-D LP(2)O12 1.962 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.018 4.17 (Intra)

WB97XD LP(2)O12 1.963 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.018 5.09 (Intra)

MO6 LP(2)O12 1.961 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.018 3.20 (Intra)

MO62X LP(2)O12 1.965 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.016 3.63 (Intra)

TMG + 1 water complex (TD )

MP2
LP(2)O12 1.968 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.017 7.28 (Intra)

LP(2)O14 1.981 BD∗(1)O12–H13 0.020 15.79 (Inter)

HF
LP(1)O12 1.981 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.012 3.74 (Intra)

LP(2)O14 1.988 BD∗(1)O12–H13 0.014 10.12 (Inter)

B3LYP
LP(2)O12 1.955 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.023 6.03 (Intra)

LP(2)O4 1.978 BD∗(1)O12–H13 0.030 14.30 (Inter)

B3LYP DFT-D
LP(2)O12 1.952 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.025 7.07 (Intra)

LP(2)O14 1.969 BD∗(1)O12–H13 0.033 16.57 (Inter)

WB97XD
LP(2)O12 1.956 BD∗(1)O4–H 0.022 7.42 (Intra)

LP(2)O14 1.972 BD∗(1)O12–H13 0.030 18.04 (Inter)

MO6 LP(2)O12 1.953 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.022 5.56 (Intra)

LP(2)O14 1.976 BD∗(1)O12–H13 0.026 13.09 (Inter)

MO62X LP(2)O12 1.960 BD∗(1)O4–H5 0.019 5.05 (Intra)

LP(2)O14 1.977 BD∗(1)O12–H13 0.025 14.68 (Inter)

compared to that of others, TMG dimer would be having
the strongest intermolecular hydrogen bond interaction.
Consequently, TMG would be effective for inhibiting water
cluster formation only when there is no favorable TMG
dimer formation condition, that is, at low concentration of
TMG.

Calculated electron density contours with hydrogen
bond critical point (HBCP), total electron density, and total
Laplacian electron density at HBCP using AIM analysis for
TMG molecule, water dimer, and TMG + 1 water complex
(TD) using WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) method are represented
in Figure 6 and Table 5, respectively. One hydrogen bond
critical point is determined for TMG molecule and water
dimer, but two hydrogen bond critical points are found in
TMG + 1 water complex (TD). The hydrogen bond critical
point (HBCP) is a specific point between the donor and
acceptor, where the gradient of electron density is zero,
and it is essential evidence of hydrogen bond existence.
TMG + 1 water complex (TD) has more covalence character
and consequently more strength compared to water dimer as
it has higher electron density at HBCP [41, 49] as evident in
Table 5.

Calculated vibrational frequencies and IR intensities of
O–H stretching of water and TMG molecule, TMG dimer,
and TMG + n water complex system (n = 1, 2) using
WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) are listed in Table 6. The red shift
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Figure 5: Bar chart of calculated charge transfer (CT, kcal/mol) by
WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) theory.

and intensity of hydrogen-bonded O–H stretching for TMG
dimer is higher than that of TMG + n water complex (n =
1, 2). It is also detected that the red shift and IR intensity of
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6: Contour map of the electron density for (a) single TMG molecule, (b) water dimer, (c) TMG + 1 water complex (TD) by
WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) theory. Hydrogen bond critical points are indicated by filled square symbol, � (colour legend: red = oxygen, black
= carbon and whitish grey = hydrogen).

Table 5: Calculated total electron density (
∑
ρ(rc), (e/a3)), total

Laplacian electron density (
∑∇2ρ(rc), (e/a5)) for TMG molecule,

water dimer, and TMG + 1 water (TD) complex at hydrogen bond
critical point (HBCP) using WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p).

Systems
∑
ρ(rc)

∑∇2ρ(rc)

Single TMG 0.0220 0.0701

Water dimer 0.0228 0.0645

TMG + 1 water complex (TD) 0.0291 0.0771

hydrogen-bonded O–H stretching of TMG molecule in TMG
+ 1 water (TD) system are higher than that of O–H stretching
of water molecule in TMG + 1 water (WD) system. As
higher values of red shift and intensity for hydrogen-bonded
O–H bond stretching indicate stronger hydrogen bond,
intermolecular hydrogen bond in TMG + 1 water (TD)
system is stronger compared to the intermolecular hydrogen
bond in TMG + 1 water (WD) system. Consequently, TMG
has higher tendency to act as a proton donor to form
hydrogen bond with water molecule.

4. Conclusion

A thorough analysis of hydrogen bond formation in
trimethylene glycol (TMG) + n water complex (n =
1, 2) has been performed based on calculated interaction
energies, NBO, AIM, charge transfer, and red shift using
HF, MP2, DFT, and DFT-D methods. TMG + 2 water
complex, found to be most stable compared to TMG +
1 water complexes, TMG dimer, and water dimer as per
calculated interaction energies. For TMG + 1 water complex,
stronger intermolecular hydrogen bond formed when TMG
acts as a proton donor as per charge differences between
respective hydrogen bond-forming atoms, NBO analysis, and
red shifts of calculated vibrational spectra. The broadening
as well as asymmetrical double minimum appearance in
potential energy curve of hydrogen-bonded O–H reveals
that a moderately strong hydrogen bond (O14· · ·H13) is
formed in TMG + 1 water complex (TD). Intermolecular
hydrogen bond of TMG + 1 water complex (TD) has
higher covalent character and accordingly, higher strength
compared to that of TMG + 1 water complex (WD) as per
HOMO-LUMO study. The hydrogen bond in TMG dimer
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Table 6: Calculated scaled vibrational frequency (cm−1), red shift (cm−1), IR intensity (km-mol−1) of O–H bond stretching for water
molecule, and TMG molecule and TMG + n water complex (n = 1, 2) using WB97XD/6-31++G(d,p) along with some experimental
vibrational frequency (cm−1).

System
O–H bond stretching for water molecule O–H bond stretching for TMG molecule

Scaled freq. Red shift IR intensity Exp. vibrational frequency Scaled freq. Red shift IR intensity

Water molecule 3802 8.2 3756 [9]

TMG molecule 3757 144.43

TMG dimer 3519 238 585.61

TMG + 1 water complex (TD) 3797 5 13.87 3663 94 717.93

TMG + 1 water complex (WD) 3736 66 95.97 3754 3 80.39

TMG + 2 water complex 3665 137 512.89 3766 — 133.90

is found to be stronger compared to other systems as per
calculated charge transfer and red shift values. Very dilute
TMG solution is recommended in order to break water
cluster. This work illustrates electronic structure property
correlation-based understandings of trimethylene glycol in
aqueous solution and would help in designing inhibitors for
water cluster/clathrate system like methane hydrate.
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